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1. INTRODUCTION.
The aim of the present survey is to give a comprehensive treatment of some topics in resource
economics. Indeed, space considerations put two constraints on this essay. First it is impossible to
give a full account of all the important issues in the field and, second, if one chooses to treat only
a limited number of them which can be considered as the basic elements of resource economics,
even then one cannot go beyond the main ideas of the analysis. This introduction is meant to clarify the difficulties mentioned and tries to justify the ultimate choice that has been made.
In his introduction to a number of essays in resource analysis Scott (1985) gives a nice historical
sketch of the interest economists have paid to research on natural resources. It is argued that apart
from some notable exceptions such as Faustrnann (1849), Jevons (1866), Pigou (1932), Gray
(1913 and 1914) and Hotelling (1931) economists did not concern themselves much with
resource economics in the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century and, moreover,
that these exceptions dealt with resource problems which were not to be considered as important
policy issues in those days. The situation did not change very much after the second world war,
although the interest in water management and electricity generation was growing. Two events in
the end of the sixties and the beginning of the seventies changed the picture dramatically. First
there was the work of the Club of Rome, which was reported in Forrester (1971) and others and,
second, the oil crisis of 1973-1974. Both events posed very serious policy problems of a large
variety. Global energy and environmental issues were raised as well as questions with respect to
the pricing of raw materials (in casu oil). Numerous studies were devoted to these problems.
Many of them were rather practically oriented and were concerned with global energy prospects
(see e.g. Wilson (1977), Hafele (1981), Landsberg (1979». Olhers dealt with macro-economic
models with an explicit energy sector (see e.g. Helliwell et al. (1985) and Van Wijnbergen
(1985». They address for example the problem of the Dutch Disease, meaning the deindustrialization in oil- or gas-exporting countries such as the Netherlands, the United-Kingdom
or Norway. Important are also studies of the unemployment consequences of supply-side effects
of OPEC price rises (cf. Bruno and Sachs (1982». In this monograph we shall not go into this
type of research but concentrate on more theoretical contributions. Also here there is an abundant
literature. Nowadays almost all economic textbooks contain one or two chapters on resource
economics, there are several textbooks devoted solely to this subject (Dasgupta and Heal (1979),
Howe (1979), Fisher (1981) and Herfmdahl and Kneese (1974), to name only a few), some surveys (Peterson and Fisher (1976 and 1977), Withagen (1981», whereas numerous articles
appeared in prominent journals. Very broadly speaking, one can make a distinction between two
kinds of questions dealt with in this type of studies, parallel to the two origins of the renewed
interest of the profession in resource economics. The first kind of questions refer to global problems such as feasible growth patterns with exhaustible resources and the optimal rate of extraction of exhaustible resources. The second type of research concentrates on modeling markets for
raw materials in order to explain prices that come about on these markets.

In this article we shall go into both issues. Thereby attention will be restricted to those models
which can to our opinion be considered as fundamental in the sense that much of the literature
builds on the insights provided by these models. We shall also restrict ourselves to exhaustible

-2natural resources, thereby neglecting environmental, forestry, fishery and water resource issues.
The next section is devoted to economic growth with natural exhaustible resources. Sections 3
and 4 deal with the modeling of markets for raw materials from such resources: Section 3 considers partial equilibrium models, whereas Section 4 goes into general equilibrium models. The
introduction to each section contains a bibliography which mentions the work the section is based
on and other work which deals with related subjects. We shall concentrate on a careful presemation of the models and a precise statement of the results. In this respect this survey differs from
introductory texts or other surveys. It is hoped that this approach helps in making the fascinating
but sometimes difficult literature on the subject more accessible.

-32. GROWTH WITH NATURAL EXHAUSTIBLE RESOURCES.

2.1 Introduction.
In the fifties and the sixties the world economy was characterized by steady growth. Admittedly
this was made possible by human activities with respect to innovation but it is also true that an
important role was played by the perceived unlimited availability of natural resources. In the sixties one began to realize that maintained growth at the actual rates could severely damage the
environment or might not even be possible in view of the exhaustibility of some of the natural
resources used in production. This was prominently put forward in Forrester'S (1971) World
Dynamics, which, together with other alalTIling reports, has evoked much economic research on
the feasible growth patterns where the exhaustibility of natural resources is explicitly taken into
account. The present section reviews some of this research. Our starting point is the standard
Solow (1956) neoclassical growth model (Section 2.2), which is in Section 2.3 extended so as to
incorporate a raw material as input in aggregate production. This is done along the lines of Das. gupta and Heal (1974) and Stiglitz (1974a). When the set of feasible growth patterns of the economy has been determined there remain two important questions. The first is what is the optimal
development of the economy, in other words, which allocations over time are optimal in view of
some criterion adopted by say a central planning agency. For a discussion on such criteria we
refer to Koopmans (1960), Koopmans, Diamond and Williamson (1964) and Rawls (1972), all of
which are nicely summarized in Dasgupta and Heal (1979). We shall consider two possible criteria and discuss the sensitivity of the optimal growth patterns with respect to the chosen criterion. We shall use the approach followed by Stiglitz (1974a) and Solow (1974), whose models
we however generalize in several respects. The second question is the natural counterpart of the
first namely whether a decentralized economy will exhibit efficiency. We shall not analyze this
question in detail but just sketch the results obtained by Dasgupta (1977) and Stiglitz (l974b)
(Section 2.5).

Extensions of the analysis of this section can be found in Solow and Wan (1976) who introduce
extraction costs and Mitra (1978 and 1980) whose model is on a less aggrcgative level.

2.2 The neoclassical one-sector growth model.
In this section we devote a brief discussion to the neoclassical one-sector growth model (Solow
(1956)). This is done for three reasons. First it serves as a reference for the subsequent models.
Second it provides a simple example of the way we shall deal with those models. Third we introduce much of the notation of the rest of this survey. The Solow model should be well-known;
therefore its treatment will be concise.

We consider an economy on a highly aggregated level. There is one production sector which produces an output Y, with as inputs capital K, and labour L, according to a production function F,
possibly exhibiting technical progress of the Harrod (labour-augmenting) type:

Y, =F(K" eAlL,) ,

(2.1)
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where i.. is the constant rate of technical progress and t denotes time. Output is used for investments I, and consumption C,:
Y, =1, + C, .

(2.2)

I, denotes gross investments which consist of net investments K, == dK,ldt and depreciation. which

is a constant fraction ~ of the existing capital stock:
I, =K,

+~,

(2.3)

.

Consumption is a constant fraction (I - s) of net national income:
C, =(I-s)(Y, -

~,)

.

(2.4)

There is full employment and labour grows at a constant rate 7t:
L,

=rcL,

(2.5)

.

K a and La are given and both positive.
F is assumed to have the following properties: it is defined for all (K. L) ~ O. it is continuous.
exhibits constant returns to scale and F (0. e AI L,) =F (K,. 0) =O.

Define the intensive fonn as
k,

=K,le Al Lit f

(k,)

=F (k,. 1)

Straightforward calculations yield:
k, =sf(k,)-i..*k, •

(2.6)

where i..* =sJ.1 + i.. + 7t > O. Now the following theorem obtains:
Theorem 2.1

I

l

If (k) > 0 and (k) < 0 for k ~ 0./(0) > i..* Is and 1(00) < i..* Is. then there exists a unique
k* > 0 such that sf (k*) = i..* k*.

Proof.
The proof is left to the reader as an excercise.

o

Remarlc that 1(0) needs not to be defined. In that case 1(0) should be read as the supremum.

.

.

Since k, < 0 for k, > k* and k, > 0 for k, < k*. k* is globally stable. This implies
Corollary 2.1

.

.

.

K,IK, -+ 7t + i... C,IC, -+ 7t + i... Y,IY, -+ 7t + i.. as t -+ 00.

o

So this economy will have steady growth in the long NIl. Per-capita consumption will asymptotically grow at a rate equal to the rate of technical progress i... 7t + i.. is called the natural rate of
growth.

-52.3 Essential versus inessential resources.
How should the conclusions of the Solow model be modified when not only capital and labour
but also a raw material from an exhaustible resource is a factor of production?
This is an important question. Its relevance for the real world is evident and economic theory has
provided some highly valuable insights. Especially the work of Dasgupla and Heal (1974 and
1979), Stiglitz (1974a), Solow (1974) and Koopmans (1974) should be mentioned here. We shall
heavily rely on their work in this section.
Let R, denote the use of the raw material in production. Then (2.1) is modified to:

Y, =F(K"R"e)JL,) .

(2.7)

The resource stock is finite. The initial stock is denoted by So. So an additional constraint to the
economy is:
00

J R, dt S. So
o

(2.8)

Note that it is assumed that there are no costs associated with the extraction of the resource that is
no capital nor labour is required to get the raw material out of the ground. Two important
definitions are
Definition 2.1
The resource is necessary if R, =0 implies Y,

=O.

Definition 2.2
The resource is essential if the economy is unable to maintain forever a positive constant rate of
per-capita consumption.
The distinction between the two concepts will become clear below. Let us by way of example
study the CES production function
F (K" R" e)JL,) = [cxlKllll

+ cx2R"j"'I' + cx3(e)JL,)-"'r1l1jl

with 'I' > -1, I:cxj = 1. Recall that the elasticity of substitution (J is given by 1/(1 + '1'). It will tum
out that the value of (J plays a crucial role in determining the importance of the resource according to the definitions given above.

If (J > 1 ('I' < 0) no input is necessary in the production process. The resource is clearly unnecessary and inessential. It is apparently easy to substitute capital for the resource.
If (J < 1 ('I' > 0) substitution possibilities are small. Each input is necessary for production. Moreover the resource is essential now. This can be seen as follows. Consider (omining time arguments where there is no danger of confusion)

YIR = [CXl (K IR)""" + CX2 + cx3(e)JLIR)"""rltll/
where K and L are fixed. It is straightforward to see that d (Y IR)/dR < O. Hence Y/R S cxi lt",. But
then
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-

-

J Y,dl $ ai 0J R,dl $ ai
o
ll1j1

llljl

So

Therefore total production of the economy is bounded and the economy cannot maintain a positive constant rate of per-capita consumption.
The case a::: 1 seems to be an interesting border case. The production function is then of the
Cobb-Douglas type:
(2.9)

In order to treat this case we introduce the notion of efficiency. A feasible program of the econ-

omy is a set of functions K,. R,. C, satisfying the constraints of the model. A program is denoted
by [K,. R,. C,].
Definition 2.3
~,.R,. C,] is called efficient if there exists no other feasible program [K,. R,. C,] such that
C, ~ C, for all t. with strict inequality for a non-degenerate interval of time.

It will tum out to be useful to derive a necessary condition for efficiency. In Dasgupta and Heal
(1979) this is elegantly dealt with as follows. Let time be measured in discrete intervals of time
with length cp. Then cpC, can be seen as the consumption in the interval [I. t + cp]. The same holds
for all other flow variables.
Let [K,. R,. C,] be an efficient program and [K,. R,. C,] an arbitrary alternative program. Consider
two adjacent intervals [to t + cp] and [t + cp, I + 2cp]. Suppose
K, ::: K,. K,+z. ::: K,+~. C,~ ::: C,~. R,

+ R, ... ::: R,+R, ....

(2.10)

So the alternative program starts and ends with the same stock of capital as the efficient program.
has the same rate of consumption in the second interval and uses the same amount of the
resource. If [K,. R,. C,] is to be efficient one must obviously have C, $ C,. Furthennore

cpC, + K,

- K, ::: epF (K" R,) - cpjlK, •

(2.11)

cpC, + K,

- K, ::: epF (K,. R,) -

cpjlK, ,

(2.12)

cpC,

+ KHZ. - K,

::: cpF (K,

R,

cpjlK,... •

(2.13)

cpC,

+ K,+z. - X,

::: cpF (K,

R, )- cp~, ... '

(2.14)

)-

where, for notational convenience. L, is not explicitly mentioned in the production function.
Definin
. g

and FK(t + cp). F R(t) and FR(t + cp) in a similar way we find after substitution and application of
Taylor expansion that
-

-

C, - C, = (R, - R,) {

+ cp» - FR(t + cp)
1-~+cpFK(1 +cp)

FR(t)(l- cp~ +cpFK(1

}

-7-

The second tenn on the right-hand side should equal zero because otherwise C, could be made
larger than C, by taking R, larger c.q. smaller than R,. Hence

=0

FR(t)(1 - 4>11 + c!>FK(t + 4») - FR(t + 4»
-11+ FK(t + 4»

=(FR(t + 4»

,

-FR(t»/4>FR(t)

Taking the limit for 4> -+ 0 yields
.(2.15)

FRIFR =FK -11 .

One could be somewhat sceptical about this result, because it has been rcached in a rather informal way. However. a more rigourous treaunent gives the same result when one makes assumptions on differentiability of the production function.
Now wc return to the Cobb-Douglas case (2.9). The following convention will be adopted: for a
variable x, gz denotes xIx. Furthennore we define ~ == Y IK and y== C IK. Then (2.15) can be writtcn as:
(2.16)
It follows from (2.2) and (2.3) that
~=gK

(2.17)

+Y+1l .

Suppose that the resource is not essential. Then a positive constant per-capita consumption path
can be maintained. So obviously an efficient program with constant per-capita consumption
exists. Therefore (2.16) and (2.17) hold. Moreover:
g/3 = gy - gK = (aj - 1) gK + a2gR + a3(1t + A) ,

(2.18)

gl=1t-gK·

(2.19)

Then use (2.16) and (2.17) to obtain two dynamic equations in tenns of~ and y.
g/3 =-{I-aj)

~+Y

1-aj-a2

1-a 2

l-aj
a3(1t+/")
+Jl-- + - - l-a2

(2.20)

(1- (2)

(2.21)
Furthennore
(2.22)
The loci of points (~, y) for which g /3 = 0 and g1 = 0 are given by
g/3 =0 ~ ~=y

1-aj-a2

1

1

+Jl-- +a3(1t+A) - - - - (1-aj)(l-a2)
l-a2
(1-aj}(1-a2)

gy=O~~=1t+Jl+y.

We shall distinguish between two cases. namely 1t + /.. = 0 and 1t + /.. > O.

-8Theorem 2.2

If the natrual growth rate is zero, Le. 1t + A. = 0, then necessary conditions for the resource being
not essemial are a zero depreciation rate, Le. 1.1 = 0 and a greater share of capital in output than of
the resource, Le. 0.\ > 0.2'
Proof.
Suppose the resource is not essemial and 1.1 > O. See figure 2.1.

L
-r

figure 2.1

~ is decreasing for points to the left of the locus with g p = 0 and increasing to the right. y is
increasing for points to the right of the locus gy = 0 and decreasing for points to the left. The
economy must converge to ~ ... and
where gp =gy =0, because otherwise y-+ 00 which implies
that K, < 0 within finite time or y -+ 0 but then it follows from (2.22) that gR > 0 which violates
(2.8).

-r

=

But y* 1.1(1 - 0.\ )/0.\. ~o K, -+ K, some positive constant. Therefore Y, -+ Y, a positive constant, and hence R, -+ R, a positive constant, which is not allowed. This proves the first pan of
the theorem.
Now suppose that 0.2 ~ 0.1. Consider a, not necessarily efficient, program with C, = Y, = 0 for all
t. We show that such a program is not feasible.

0= gy =algK + azgR

=al~ + azgR

because ~ KIK + C IK. Also 0.1 ~ + azgR = O. Hence g p
gR = (azla\)gk. The solution is

=

=-gK = -~. So ~ =_~z. We then obtain

-9 0.2

K0

R, = D { - 0.1

YO

0.2

+-

I}

fa-.

-a
1

•

D > 0 and constant

0.1

So the integral of R is unbounded. The conclusion is that even with zero consumption no constant
raLC of production can be maintained. It follows that along an efficiem progra,,!,! for any E > 0
there must exist 11 such that Y/ 1 < E. But for E small enough this implies that K, < O. Because
gR < 0 along an efficient program, Y/ < E for all t > t I. Hence K, becomes negative within finite
time. which is not allowed.
0
The next theorem states that the necessary conditions are also sufficient.
Theorem 2.3.
If x + 1.=0 then sufficient conditions for the resource to be not essential are ~ = 0 and

0.1

> 0.2'

Proof.
Consider a program w~th K, = K 0 + mI. C/ = C. with m (>0) and C(>O) yet to be determined.
Along such a program Y = 0 and hence
gR=-o.lm/0.2(K o +mt) .

It is easily seen that if 0.1 > 0.2. m and
satisfied.

C can

be chosen such that the imegral condition (2.8) is

0

The intuition behind 0.1 > 0.2 is rather simple. Along an efficient program the input of the
resource commodity will necessarily decrease, which, ceteris paribus, causes decreasing production. But with 0.1 > 0.2 this loss can be offset by increasing capital. which is "more irnponant" in
production than the resource. When there is population growth and teclmical progress the burden
of exhaustibility is relaxed further. So we consider next the case of a positive natural rate of
growth. x + A > O.
Theorem 2.4.
If x + A> O. then a necessary condition for the resource being not essential
1.0.3 > x(l - 0.1 - 0.3).
Proof.
Consider the phase diagram below (figure 2.2).
gy=O

L
figure 2.2

is
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Let

«3* , "'t) the point of intersection of the loci g IS = 0 and g T = o. "'t
-(].1"'t

+ 1l(1 - al) + a) (1t + A)/a2 -1t(1 - al) (1 -

a2)/a2

is given by

=0

.

(2.23)

For the same reason as in theorem 2.3 it is required that (~* , "'t) > 0 and that gR < O. Substitution of"'t into (2.22) yields

o
Theorem 2.5

If 1t + A > 0, then a sufficient condition for the resource to be not essential is that

Aa) > 1t(1 - al - a).
Proof.
The proof is straightforward and not given here.

0

=

With constant returns to scale (al + a2 + a) I), we have as necessary and sufficient condition
a2 < Aa)/1t, which, as before, says that the resource is not "too" important as an input.
A few comments on the results obtained here are in order.
It should be emphasised that the elasticity of substitution plays a crucial part. In reality there
seems to be no strong evidence that the long term elasticity of substitution is smaller than unity.
It can also be seen from the preceding analysis that technical progress and returns to scale are
forces that mitigate the negative effects of the exhaustibility of natural resources. It may seem
restrictive that anention here has been restricted to constant elasticities of substitution. Dasgupta
and Heal (1974) have shown that if cr cr(R IK), all that matters is

=

liminf cr(R IK) .
RIK-4J

Finally, there is research and development which, if well-directed, can act as an offsetting force.

2.4 Optimal economic growth.

11 is obviously not the case that the set of efficient programs only consists of programs with a constant per-capita consumption level. There may also exist efficient programs with decreasing or
increasing per-capita consumption. Then the question arises which of the efficient programs
should or will be chosen. To answer this question we postulate in this section a centrally planned
economy where the planning board has the objective of maximising social welfare.
Since there are many excellent text books on welfare economics we shall not discuss here the
basic ideas behind various operational definitions of social welfare but just consider two of them:
the Rawlsian criterion and utilitarianism.
According to the Rawls criterion one should maximize the minimal per-capita consumption (see
Rawls (1972». This implies that the rate of per-capita consumption should be a constant, because
otherwise one generation would be better off than another.

- 11 -

Suppose that there exists such a program in the Cobb-Douglas case, then, according to theorems
2.3 and 2.5, one must have al > a2 (if 7t + A. 0) or 7t(1 - al - (3) < A.a3 (if 7t + A. > 0).

=

The case 7t + A. = 0 is considered first.
Theorem 2.6
If 1t + A. = 0, the maximal constant rate of consumption is given by

C· = (l -

(2) {(al -

(2)~ S~ K~l-cJz

} 11(1

-~)

•

Proof.
It will be shown first that along an optimum x == elY is equal to (1 Hence (see also 2.20 and 2.21),
alXp

g~ = -al ~ +

g.x = gy -

g~=-(I-(Xl)J3+

1

-a2

Notice that x = 'YIp.

(2.24)

1 - (X2

l-al-a2

(2)'

x~

(2.25)

(2.26)
Now suppose there exists tl such th~t X'I> (1- (X2)' Then it follows from (2.24) that x, --+ 00. So,
since C is a constant, Y, --+ 0 and K, = Y, - C --+ -e as t --+ 00. Therefore K, becomes negative,
which is not allowed.
Next suppose that there exists t 1 such that X'I < (1 - (X2)'
Then x, < (1 - (X2) for all t. Consider [K

x = (1 -

(X2),

-

"

R" C,] defined by

J R,dt =SO, C, =C ,

o

where C is maximal under the condition that x =(l - (X2)' Since X < i, C > Cand K0 =K 0 it follows from C xY and C xY that R 0 > Ii o. Furthermore

=

=

X (O)~(O)

< xP(O)
1

g~=Px(l--)
X

g -Iii

=gc- -

gK-

=-gK- =

R~(l

-/oM'

-

-=X1 ) .

Hence Px < I3i for all t. We also have
gi = 0 = gc - gy = -gy = -al gi - (X2gR

Hence

- 12It then follows that gR > gR, but R, just exhausts the resource, so that the presupposed optimal
program overexhausts the resource, which is not feasible. Therefore X, = (1 - a2)'

0

The rest of the proof is straightforward and omitted here.
Theorem 2.7

If 1t + A. > 0, then the maximal constant rate of consumption is ..,. K 0 where"" is determined in

(2.23).
Proof.

o

This is trivial.

Note that with a zero natural rate of growth, the maximal constant rate of consumption depends
on the initial stock of capital as well as on the initial resource stock. When the natural rate of
growth is positive, it is only the initial capital stock that matters.

In the utilitarian view the following functional should be maximized.
00

w = J e-PI L,u (C,IL,) dl

(2.27)

,

o

where p(>O) is the constant rate of time preference and u is a strictly concave increasing function
denoting instantaneous welfare. Formula (2.27) expresses the desire to maximize total utility over
an infinite horizon. It will be assumed here that u' (0) 00. This guarantees that along an optimum

=

C, >0.
An optimal program is clearly efficient. But there is an additional necessary condition. To derive
this condition one could invoke the Pontryagin maximum principle (see e.g. Takayama (1974)),
but we will proceed as in the derivation of the efficiency condition, because in that way the result
is intuitively clear. Let L, 1 and Il =0 for convenience.

=

Define a as the intenemporal rate of substitution. If the economy consumes h units more on average in period [I, 1+ 4>], it is willing to consume ah units less along period [I + 4>, I + 24>]:
a= {

u(CI+h~u(C,)

h

1
}/{ 1+p (

U(C,~~U(C,~-ah)

ah

)} .

Extra consumption by h in the first interval, given that no changes occur in the raw material
inputs, implies less investments by h and less output in the second interval amounting to
4>hFK(I + 4». Moreover more must be invested in the second interval in order to bring the capital
stock to its optimal level. So we must have along an optimal program

because otherwise one could increase utility by transfering conswnption from one interval to
another.
After substitution and taking the limit for h -+ 0 we obtain
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Next let <P -+ O. Then
u"C .

(2.28)

p - - , - CIC =FK

u

With a growing population the condition becomes

p-

u"CIL

,

.
(CIC-1t)=FK'

(2.29)

U

This equation is known as the Ramsey Rule.
Now three conditions for optimality are efficiency (FRIFR = FK), optimal consumption (2.29) and
the complete exhaustion of the resource.
We shall analyse in more detail the case of a Cobb-Douglas production function and a Bemouilli
utility function:

(2.30)

u(CIL)=_I_(CIL)t+TJ ,T\'it-I,TI<O.
I+TI

Note that u C IU' L = TI, a constant. This model has been studied by Stiglitz (1974a) for u logarithmic (TI -+ -1), so the case treated here is more general.
H

We shall derive three differential equations in R,

~

and

~x.

Recall that x;: C IY.

It follows from efficiency that
(2.31)
Furthermore, K = (1 - x)Y. Hence
(2.32)
So
gR = (a3(1t + A) - atx~)I(1- a2) .
g~

= gy - gK = (at - 1) gK + a2gR + a3(1t + A)
1

1-111-112

1-112

1-112

=a3(1t+A)---(1-at)~+

g/U

(2.33)

=gp + g;c =gp + gc -

gy

= P+Tl1t + ~x -

+ 1)

TI

at

~(-

TI

~x

.

(2.34)

(2.35)

In order to avoid too much technicalities it will be assumed that p + Tl1t > O. The reader is invited
to perform the subsequent analysis for p + Tl7t < 0 Not all the possible cases have been treated
here. When p + Tl1t = 0 then another method of finding the oplimal program must be used. For this
we refer to Dasgupta (1977).
The loci for which gp

=0 and gl3x = 0 are displayed in figures 2.3 and 2.4.
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For al + TI < 0 figure 2.3 obtains. Figure 2.4 describes the case where al + Tl > 0 and
(p

+ Tl1t)/(al + T1) > a3 (1t + 1..)1(1 - al)(l -

(2)'

al +Tl

~
g~

~*

>0

=0
~*

-- - - -----

L
JJ
I

L
(~x)*

I
I
I

~

figure 2.3

~

@X)*

figure 2.4

In an optimal program the economy chooses initial values of p and x, whiCh choice determines

p

and lit for the entire planning period through the differential equations (2.34) and (2.35). A trajectory not leading to the steady state values ~* and (~x)* cannot be optimal because in that case
either x becomes negative or ~xceeds unity eventually; but the former case is obvi.ously not
allowed, whereas in the latter K < 0, and p ~ 00, implying that FK ~ 00 and hence CtC ~ 00,
which will eventually give a negative K.
The next step is to calculate ~* and (px)*. We shall not perform the calculation here, but when
(px)* is inserted into (2.33), it follows that gR becomes negative eventually if and only if
(2.36)
So (2.36), which implies the condition necessary for figure 2.4 to obtain, is a necessary condition
for the existence of an optimal program. It requires that the rate of time preference is sufficiently
large, which is needed to avoid the phenomenon that consumption will be postponed forever.
What conclusions can be drawn from the foregoing analysis? First that the parameters of the
model should satisfy some conditions in order for an optimum to exist.
In the Rawlsian case one must have that the production elasticity of capital is sufficiently large,
whereas in the utilitarian case the rate of time preference must be sufficiently large (at least when
there is population growth and/or teclmical progress). Second, the optimal programs differ considerably according to the criterion adopted but also the per-capita consumption profiles may
exhibit major qualitative differences within the utilitarian concept of social welfare. Outcomes as
depicted in figure 2.5 below may all occur depending on the parameter values.
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c.

.t

figure 2.5

When adopting a criterion (or parameter values of a criterion functional) the economy will end up
in some consumption pattern which, ex post, may not be considered desirable at all because at the
outset not all the consequences of that choice with respect to the welfare criterion may have been
overseen. Therefore we quote from Koopmans (1965): "Ignoring realities in adopting "principles"
may lead one to search for a nonexistent optimum, or to adopt an optimum that is open to unanticipated objections".
The model of the present section can be modified and extended in a number of ways. In this section we have assumed substitutability between the raw material and capital. As an alternative,
Withagen (1983) considers the case where they are complements. He finds that then along an
optimal trajectory capital decreases eventually and derives conditions with respect to technical
progress under which per-capita consumption will grow. Endogenous technical change in the
sense that the economy can allocate output to research activities is studied by Chiarella (1980a),
Kamien and Schwanz (1978) and Takayama (1980). Research and development is also taken into
account by Davidson (1978), Hanson (1978) and Dasgupta, Gilbert and Stiglitz (1982). Uncertainty can arise with respect to many aspects of resource depletion policies. Loury (1978) and
Gilbert (1979) are concerned with uncertain resource stocks but also in teclmology and research
and development uncertainty is pertinent For this, see Dasgupta and Stiglitz (1981) and Crabbe
(1982).

2.5 Efficiency in a competitive economy.
Classical welfare economics has provided us with two important theorems. The first states that a
competitive economy without externalities (including public goods) yields a Pareto efficient allocation and the second says that through a reallocation of initial endowments any efficient allocation can be obtained as a competitive equilibrium. In this section we shall be concerned with the
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question whether these results carry over to an economy with exhaustible resources. They certainly do when there are perfect forward markets for all commodities involved because then the
economy can easily be cast in the Arrow-Debreu framework. The difficulty lies in the fact that in
practice there are no perfect fONard markets, so that one should look for a general equilibriun
concept involving expectations formation of the agents in the economy. One way of doing this is
to consider a sequence of momentary equilibria with perfect myopic foresight. So at each instant
of time prices are such that supply meets demand for all commodities and at each instant of time
the agents make a good prediction of the prices at the next instant of time. Such equilibria have
been studied by a.o. Stiglitz (l974b), for the Cobb-Douglas case of the previous section, and by
Dasgupta (1974).
The outcomes are not very encouraging. In fact, only in rather special circumstances efficiency
will obtain and, if it does, the efficient allocation is highly unstable in some sense. If efficiency is
unlikely to occur, it is more difficult to mimic in a competitive economy any of the optimal
growth patterns of the previous section.
Here we shall not give a full treatment of the issue but merely sketch the main ideas. Efficiency
requires that the resources are completely exhausted (in infinity) and that the growth rate of the
marginal product of the raw material equals the marginal product of capital. In a competitive
economy the latter condition is satisfied if and only if the real rental rate equals the growth rate of
the real price of the raw material because in such an economy marginal products equal real factor
prices. This corresponds to an arbitrage condition, that is, the return on keeping the resource in
the ground (capital gains) must equal the returns when the resource is exploited and productively
used elsewhere. Recall the efficiency condition (2.15). FK -IJ. is the net rate of n:turn, which must
equal the growth rate of the marginal product (or price) of the raw material, FRIFR. From this
point of departure and assuming utility maximisation of individual agents the sequence of
momentary equilibria can be derived, except for the initial real price of the raw material, which is
undetermined. One can look upon this price as being historically given. However, it can be shown
that if this price is too "low" the economy will exhaust the resource in finite time, which is not
efficient, and that if the initial price is too "high" the resource will not be exhausted along the
equilibrium path.
Moreover. if the historically given price is "correct", then efficiency obtains but any small disturbance will lead the economy away from the efficient path forever. These results, which also hold
for other types of expectations formation, might then justify some governmental control over
exploitation activities in decentralized economies.
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3. MODELS OF MARKETS FOR EXHAUSTIBLE RESOURCE COMMODITIES. PAR·
TIAL EQUILIBRIUM.

3.1. Introduction.
In this section we shall present several models which were developed in order to explain the
motion through time of prices of exhaustible resource commodities. This survey is far from complete because each raw material has its own peculiarities which influence its pricing. Furthermore
there is an abundant literature on the subject. However some imponant general concepts will be
treated here.
In this section we shall concentrate on panial equilibrium models. Thereby spillovers from the
resource market to other markets are neglected; furthermore the demand schedule for the raw
material is considered as given. In the next section these assumptions will be relaxed.

Demand at date t is denoted by Xl' the market price by PI- Demand does not shift over time. So
Xl X (PI)' It is assumed that each supplier aims at the maximisation of its total discounted profits
where all employ the same discount rate r, a constant.

=

Apan from the traditionally studied market structures such as perfect competition (Section 3.2)
and monopoly (Section 3.3), we shall deal with the canel versus fringe model (Section 3.4),
because it captures imponant features of for example the oil market, at least for the near past. For
the oligopoly case the reader is referred to Lewis and Schmalensee «1980a) and (1980b».
It should be stressed that this section covers only a very smalJ pan of the literature on the pricing
of commodities from natural exhaustible resources. Issues that are not included are for example
uncenainty (see Hoel (1980) and Pindyck (1980», extraction costs depending on the remaining
resource stock (see Heal (1976), and Levhari and Leviathan (1977», the presence or development
of substitutes (see Hoel (1978a and 1978b), Dasgupta and Stiglitz (1982), Kamien and Schwanz
(1978» and exploration (see Pindyck (1978b».

3.2 Perfect competition.
When there are no costs associated with extraction a resource owner seeks to maximise
00

(3.1)
subject to
00

J Eldt~ So

(3.2)

o

where E l is the rate of extraction at time t, So is the initial resource stock and PI is the price given
to him. Suppose there is an interval of time along which El > O. Then, along the interval, P/Pl = r
because otherwise profits could be enlarged by transfering exploitation from subintervals with
P/Pl > r to just the end of such intervals and vice versa. We shall employ a somewhat different
formulation namely that there exists a positive constant Asuch that along any interval with El > 0
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P, =').er'.In the case at hand Ais clearly equal to Po. Also, if £, =0 then P, S ').e".
The condition p, =').er, is fundamental in resource economics. It is known as the Hotelling rule
after the author of a seminal paper on exhaustible resources in 1931 (Holelling (1931)). It implies
that as long as there is demand for the raw material its price rises at a rate equal to the discount
rate. The initial price is yet to be determined.
It will be assumed here that each supplier has perfect foresight so that in equilibrium all resources
are exhausted over time.
Example 1
X,

=p~, where £ is a negative constant.
=

In this case there is demand at any price. So, in equilibrium, p, poe r ,. Let So now denote the
sum of the stocks of all resource owners. Because there are no extraction costs and because of

perfect foresight we then have
00

00

00

J X,dt = J E,dt = J eU'Pb dt =So

o

0

0

Hence
(3.3)

Example 2
X, =a - bp" where a and b are positive constants. Now the resources will be depleted within
finite time.
Not only Po but also T, the moment of exhaustion, should be determined. This can be done as follows:
T

T

T

JX,dt = JE,dt = J(a - bpocrl)dl =So

000

Clearly PT =alb because after T there is no demand. It is then easily seen that T can be found
from

a + -e
a -rT = S 0
aT - r

r

.

(3.4)

Next we consider the case of constant and equal per unit extraction costs K. Then each resource
owner maximises
00

(3.5)

Here a slightly modified Hotelling rule .tpplies: there exists A~ 0 such that along any interval of
time with E, > 0
(3.6)
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The interpretation of this equation is straightforward: net profits should grow at a rate equal to
n
the rate of discount as long as exploitation takes place. Funhcnnore, if E, 0 then p, ~ K + i.e .
An imponant insight (3.6) provides is that the market price consists of two elements: extraction
costs (K) and royalty (i.e"), which represents the benefit to the resource owner for not having
exploited earlier. It follows also from (3.6) that in the long run price and extraction costs will
diverge.

=

These results can be used to study the more interesting case of extraction costs differing between
resources.
Let there be two types of resources, one with per unit extraction costs K 1, the other with extraction costs K 2 (K 1 > K 2).
Now there exist 1..1 and ~ such that
p,=K1+Ale"ifE} >O,P,~KI+Aler'ifE}=O,

(3.7)

P, =K2 + A2e" if E~ > 0, p, ~ K 2 + A2erl if E~ = 0 ,

(3.8)

E;

where
is the rate of exploitation from resource type i. There can clearly be no interval of time
where E} and E; are both positive because K I and K 2 differ.
Another result is that the more expensive resource is only taken into exploitation after exhaustion
of the cheapcrone. To see this suppose that E} > 0 for t E [rl. t2] and E; > 0 for t E [t3' t4] with
13 > 1I, In the first interval
P,~K2+A2erl

and

Since K 1 > K 2 it follows that 1..2 > AI.
But then for t > 13

K2 +A2eTI =PI > K I + Alert ,
so that the high cost finns could have made larger profits by postponing exploitation to the
second period. Therefore the cheap rcsource must be exploited first.

3.3 Monopoly

When there are no extraction costs the monopolist's problem is to maximise
DO

Je-rlp (E,)E,dt

o

wherep(E) denotes the inverse demand function. The Hotelling rule is now modified in the sense

that along a market equilibrium the marginal revenue grows at a rate equal to the discount rate.
The monopoly case may give some counterintuitive results, which are best illustrated by the two
examples already used for the compctitive case.

- 20Example 1

XI

=p~ (e

< 0).

Marginal revenue is equal to (1 + 1Ie)E 1Ic • Its growth rate is (1Ie)£IE which should equal,.
Hence E I = E oe UI •
If the resource would be exploited competitively the same rate of extraction would result (see
section 3.2). So when the price elasticity of demand is constant these two market structures yield
the same price trajectory. This is in contrast with the usual outcome in microeconomics. The reason is of course that the resource stock is a binding factor. See also Stiglitz (1976).
.
Example 2

XI

=a -

bPI (a > 0, b > 0).

Marginal revenue is (a Ib - 2E Ib). Its growth rate should equal" so

-+

E=

a, + ,E. The

resource is exhausted at T, with

a a -rT =2S 0
aT --+-e

, ,

as is easily seen. When this outcome is compared with (3.4) we see that a monopolist will supply
during a longer period of time. Perhaps contrary to the layman's intuition one finds that "the
monopolist is the conservationist's best friend".

3.4 Cartel versus fringe
Some important resource markets can be characterised by the fact that there exists a cartel of
some resource owners and at the same time there arc many other suppliers that behave competitively. In the real world the OPEC countries fonn a cartel whilst Norway. the United Kingdom,
Mexico and others fonn the compeLiLive fringe. This market fonn has received much attention.
Newbcry (1980), Salant (1976), Gilbert (1978), Ulph and Folie (1980), Pindyck (1978a) and Ulph
(1982) should be mentioned here.
Several interesting questions can be asked. Does the fringe benefit from the existence of the cartel? What is the appropriate equilibrium concept? How sensitive is the price path with respect to
the equilibrium concept?
Another interesting issue is the so-called dynamic inconsistency. We cannot hope to give a full
treatment here. We shall therefore restrict ourselves to the main ideas and point out where
difficulties may arise.
Most of the authors mentioned above employ a linear market demand schedule: XI =a - bpI' Let
the unit cost of the cartel members be given by K C , the cartel's rate of exploitation by Ef and the
initial stock by S~. For the fringe we use the symbols KI, E{ and

St.

As a first equilibrium concept we consider Nash-Coumot: the fringe maximises its total
discounted profits given the price path and the cartel maximises its toLal discounted profits given
the supply of the fringe. We arc then looking for functions Ef, E{ and PI that satisfy this
definition.
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According to the HOlelling rule there exist

AI and )"C such that
(3.9)

P,S KI +I!e"

with equality holding when E{ > O. Funhennore there is )"C such that
P,S K C +)"cerl +

~ Ef

(3.10)

with equality holding when Ef > O. Next define

p} =KI +I!e rl
P; =K c + 'J...cerl
P; =l.(K C +p)+l.)"cerl •
2

2

where p = a lb. There exist some relations between the P's. which are established below.
When the cartel exploits alone. then from (3.10) and the demand function P, = P;. Since P, S P
we also have P, ~
P, S p} because of (3.9). In summary:

P;.

Ef>O.E{=o~pl~PI=p;~p;,

(3.11)

=P 1because lhe fringe exploits. Also P, > P;
1
because of (3.10) with Ef > O. Finally PI < P; because in this case pi =p - ~ Ef - 2b E{ (using
When there is simultaneous exploitation. then PI

3.10). So
Ef > O. E{ > 0 ~ P; > P, =pl > P; .

(3.12)

When the fringe exploits alone, then P, = pl. PI S P; because of (3.10) with Ef = o.
P,S p. Hence

Ef =0,

E{ > 0 ~ P, = p1 $

P;, PI $ P;

pi ~ P, since
(3.13)

These relations give rise to the following lemmata.
Lemma 3.1.

A phase with the fringe exploiting alone cannot be followed immediately by a phase where the
canel exploits alone.
A phase with the canel exploiting alone cannot immediately be followed by a phase where the
fringe exploits alone.
Proof.
Suppose that the lemma were not correct and let the switch occur at time t1' Since the price path
=p}. =P;. =P;•. But then
=p
must be continuous we have from (3.11) and (3.13) that
and there is no demand after t 1•
[]

P,.

P,.

- 22Lemma 3.2.

If in the interval just before total exhaustion there is simultaneous exploitation, then there is
simultaneous exploitation along the enLire equilibrium path.
Proof.

Pt

Let T be the final date so that
=p} =p. It follows from (3.12) that
graphs of the pi·s intersect only once.

Pt =Pt =p. But the
0

Lemma 3.3.
A phase with the fringe exploiting cannot be interrupted by a phase with only the cartel exploiting.
A phase with the cartel exploiting cannot be interrupted by a phase with only the fringe exploiting.
Proof.

o

This follows immediately from (3.11 )-(3.13).

This leaves us with five possible trajectories. Which one of these will occur depends on the initial
stocks of the fringe and the canel and on the relation between the costs of extraction. The results
will not be derived here. They are summarized below in table 3.1.

Nash equilibrium sequences
marginal
costs

endowment
canel

exploitation
sequence

KI>1. (fi +K C )

large

KI>1.(fi+K C )

small

K C < KI <1. (fi +K C )

small

C-+S-+F
S-+F
S-+F
S-+F

K C <KI <1. (fi+K C )

border case

S

large

S-+C
S-+C
S-+C
F-+S-+C

2

2

KI =1.(fi +K
2

C

irrelevant

)

2

2

C

K <KI <1.(fi +K
2

KC=KI
K C >KI
K C>KI

C

)

irrelevant
large
small
Table 3./

When the canel has a considerable cost advantage over the fringe. the fringe firms will be producing at the end of the exploitation sequence. It can be shown that in this case the fringe members
loose compared with the case where there is no canelisation. However when the cartel exploits at
the end, the fringe members gain from canelisation.

- 23One might feel that the Nash-Coumot equilibrium concept does not enough justice to the cartel's
power. An alternative concept is the von Stackelberg equilibrium where the cartel is the leader
and the fringe members act as followers. The latter maximise their total discounted profits taking
the price trajectory as given. whereas the canel incorponilcs the fringe's reaction into its decisions. In fact the canel imposes an exploitation pattern on the fringe. The derivation of the von
Stackelberg solution is rather laborious and will be omined here. It resembles the Nash-Cournot
solution qualitatively except for the fact that no simultaneous exploitation will occur (except
when K C Kf). This can be seen as follows. The cartel announces a price trajectory and how
much it will supply at each future moment of time. thereby determining the equilibrium supply of
the fringe. Now suppose that between 1} and 12 there is simultaneous exploitation. The
discounted profits of the cartel in this interval are

=

'2

I

O!Ef +e-rt(Kf -K C )Ef)d1 .

"
So if Kf :I: K C the cartel can do better by offering more or less at the beginning of the interval and
announcing to do so.
Table 3.2 summarises the results.

Stackelberg equilibrium sequences
marginal costs

relative
endowments
canel

exploitation
sequence

KI> 1... (fi +K C )

irrelevant

C~F

K C < KI ~ 1... (jj + K C )

large

C~F~C

K < K f ~ 1... (jj + K

small

C~F

irrelevant

F~C

2

2

C

2

C

K >KI

C

)

TabLe 3.2
This table has some remarkable features. Consider the case where K C < K f < 1... (fi + K C ) with a
2

large resource stock of the cartel. The price trajectory looks as follows.
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p

--------------------

c

c

F

1

12

figure 3.1

From 0 to lithe cartel exploits alone, then from lito 12 only the fringe supplies the market and
along a final interval the cartel exploits alone again. Now recall that the price trajectory and the
cartel's supply were announced at time O. When time actually reaches lithe reserves of the cartel
are "small". So, at 1= 11, the cartel will decide to follow the sequence C ~ F, by undercutting
the fringe. This phenomenon is called dynamic inconsistency. The announcement at time 0 is not
credible to the fringe because it knows that the cartel will deviate from it. Dynamic inconsistency
also occurs in the case K C > K f and it might occur when the discount rates differ among cartel
and fringe. An intricate matter, which has not yet been solved, is how a rational expectations von
Stackelberg equilibrium looks like. It must satisfy two conditions: "the fringe must not exhaust
before reaching the unconstrained monopoly price trajectory if it is w remove the risk of a price
jump, and the leader must have no power to deviate from the price path before it reaches the
unconstrained monopoly path; after this the monopolist· will not wish to deviate from the
predicted trajectory." (Newbery (1981), p. 632, Ulph (1982), p. 218). The way to solve for this
equilibrium is to look at the feedback equilibrium. However, it seems that this is impossible to
find analytically, whereas also numerically there are almost insurmountable difficulties. For an
alternative, open loop, equilibrium concept we refer to Wilhagen, Groot and de Zeeuw (1988).
In a recent paper Ulph and Ulph (1988) consider another type of inconsistency that migh occur,
namely the incentive a cartel member might have to deviate from the price set by the cartel. In
the case of a non-eoherent cartel this cannot be ruled out of course. They provide an example
showing that indeed cartel members can be better of in some cases by not conforming themselves
to the price set by the cartel.
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4. MODELS OF MARKETS FOR EXHAUSTIBLE RESOURCE COMMODITIES. GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM.

4.1 Introduction.
In the market models of the previous section the discount rate of all suppliers was given exogenously as well as the demand schedule for the resource commodily. That approach was therefore called the partial equilibrium approach. In this section we shall deal with general equilibrium
models. On this topic there is no abundant lilerature. However, we feel that general equilibrium
models are important enough to study, nm only from a methodological point of view but also
because they may shed some light on a crucial variable in resource economics namely the interest
rale.

Three general equilibrium models will be discussed here. They all deal with international trade
but it can easily be seen that they also apply to closed economies. This will be clear from the
sequel. The international trade framework is no drawback anyhow in view of the fact that most
resource markets are world markets.

4.2 The Kemp-Long model.
Kemp and Long (1980) consider a two-country world. The first country is resource-rich but has
the disposal of a lechnology to transform the raw material into a consumer good. All consumption is financed from the exports of the raw material. The second country is resource-poor
but is able to produce the consumer commodity by means of the raw material. Output is partly
exported and partly used for domestic consumption.
nOl

Both economies aim at the maximisation of (utilitarian) welfare and they take the world market
price of the resource commodity as given. Also there is no international capital market so that
borrowing and lending are ruled out and each country has a permanent equilibrium on its current
account.
In this setting a general equilibrium is defined as a set of functions [P" C}, Cr, E" R,l, denoting
the world market price of the resource commodity, consumption rates in countries 1 and 2,
extraction rate and input rate of the raw material respectively, satisfying the following conditions.
00

i)

(C},E,)maximises

Je-P·'ul(C})dt

o

subject to C) = p,E" E, ~ 0,
00

ii)

(Cr,R,)maximises

J e;>2'u2(C;)dt

o
subject to Cr

JE,dt $ So.

o

=F(R,) - p,R,.
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iii)

cl + C; ~ F (R,)
R, ~ E,.

Here pj denotes the rate of time preference of the i-th country. Uj is the instantaneous utility function of country i. So is the initial size of the resource and F is the second economy's production
function.
It tums out to be difficult to obtain results even in this very simple model unless specific assumptions are made about the functions involved. When Ui and F are specified as Cobb-Douglas type
functions explicit solutions can be obtained. In panicular. when
Ui(C:)

= _1_ (Cj) 1-+'1\; • F(R) = RO. -1 < 11j < 0.0 < a < 1
I+Tli

then in a general equilibrium
EIE =--Pl(l-a(l +TI1»
• i·

C IC I

.

=aBlE, i = 1.2

.

So all variables have constant growth rates, as one would expect with this type of functions.
Next Kemp and Long analyse the cases where one of the countries exens its monopolymonopsony power. Here we shall not go into the results.

4.3. The Chiarella model.
Chiarella (l980b) extends the Kemp and Long model in a number of ways. First he introduces a
growing population in both economies. Second. in non-resource production labour and capital
enter as inputs and there is allowed for technical progress as well.
In first instance lending and borrowing are ruled out. Denoting labour (or population) in country

i by L; and capital by K,• a general equilibrium is defined as a set of functions
[P" cl C;. R, •E , •K, ] such that
f

i)

(Cl,E,)maximises

-

Je-P Ll u l(ClILl)dt
o
1I

00

subject to cl

ii)

=PIE"

£, ~ O.

(C;. R,•K,) maximises

-

SE,dt ~ So. L , =e"ll Lb.

o

Je-P2'L;U2(C;IL;)dt

o

subject to C; = F(K R L;. t) - p,R, iii)

1

2

•

'f 'f

K,. L; = e~' L5.

2

C, + C, + K , ~ F(K, • R, •L,. t)
R, ~ E,.

From the outset of his paper Chiarella specifics Uj as logarithmic and F as Cobb-Douglas:
F(K'fR,.L;.I)=K~IR~(ei.lL'f>~ .

- 27It is shown that along a general equilibrium F IK and C 21K monotonically converge to constants
and that the steady state growth rate of the resource price equals (13 (p I + 7[2 - 7[1 + A)/(l - (11)'
One can ask whether the equilibrium is efficient. that is does there exist a program which does
better than the general equilibrium allocation in terms of consumption when institutional baniers
such as the absence of a capital market are ignored? To make a fair comparison we shall not
allow for labour mObility. It is known from Section 2.3 that. with no depreciation. a necessary
condition for efficiency is that FRIFR =F K. It can be shown that this holds in the steady state if
and only if PI - 7[1 =P2 - 7[2. But even if this condition is satisfied FRIFR ;t F K on the path leading to the steady state. So. in general the equilibrium allocation is not efficient.
Chiarella then proceeds by allowing for lending and borrowing. Let r, denote the internationally
ruling rate of interest. which both countries take as given. Let
denote country i's non-resource
wealth Le. the amount of capital-consumption goods owned by country i. Then

B;

B,

•1

=r,B,1 + p,E, -

•2

2

1

(4.1)

C,

2

2

B, =F(K,. R,.L,. t) + r,B, - r,K, -p,R, - C,

(4.2)

The interpretation of (4.1) is straightforward. (4.2) says the following. Country 2's wealth
increases if net exports of the produced commodity (F - C 2 ) minus resource imports CpR) is
larger than the amount it costs to hire foreign capital goods (r(K _B 2 » and vice versa. (It should
be stressed here that K is capital in use and B is capital owned).
Although no equilibrium on the current aCCOUnl of each country is required now. one has to introduce some intertemporal budget constraint in order to avoid unlimited borrowing. The fairly
obvious constraints are
00

00

I 4>,Cfdt~ 0J 4>,p,E,dt+Bb

(4.3)

o

00

00

) 4>,Ctdt ~ )
where

4>, (F(K,. R,o Lt. t) - r,K, - p,Rd dt + B5

(4.4)

•

-fo r('t)d't
(4.5)
(4.3) and (4.4) impose the condition thal for each country total discounted expenditures do not
exceed total discounted revenues.
A general equilibrium is then a set of functions [P,. rt. cf, C;. E,. R,. K,. Bf, B;] such that each
economy maximises social welfare subject to the relevant constraints and such that
R/~E,

K,~ Bf
1

+B;

2

•

2

C, +C, +K,$ F(K"R,.L,. t)
Using the same utility functions and production function as before. Chiarella shows that F /K and
(C 1 + C 2)/K converge to constants. Furthermore the necessary condition for efficiency, p,/p, r"
is always satisfied. A final feature we mention is that the share of country I's consumption in

=

- 28total consumption tends to unity if P2

- 7t2

> PI

- 7tI'

and vice versa.

4.4 The Van Geldrop-Withagen modd.
Although Chiarella's treaunent is very elegant and his results are appealing. the model has some
serious drawbacks. The unilateral ownership of the resource and the unilateral ownership of the
non-resource technology is not very realistic. Furthermore there are no extraction costs and the
restriction to Cobb-Douglas specifications seems severe. Withagen (1985) and van Geldrop and
Withagen (1988) study general competitive equilibria in a setting which captures these features
better.
Assuming the reader's familiarity with the notation by now, we define a general equilibrium as a
set of functions Cp" r" cf, C;, Ef, E;, Rf, R;, Ki 1,Ki 2 , K~l ,K~2, B}, B;] such that
i)

for i

=I, 2

(C;, E;' R;, Kii,K~i, B;) maximises
00

J e"1>,l ui (C:>dt
o

subject to
00

00

J cp,C;dt$ J cpdFi(Kt,R;)+p,(E;-R;)-r,(Kri+K~j)}dl+Bb

o

(4.6)

0
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I
I ) + P, (E I - R I ) + r, (B I - Kyi
I

(4.8)
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K Iei ) - CIi

(4.9)

ii)

Rl+R;$E}+E;

(4.10)

Ki l +Kr 2 +K~l +K~2$ B} +B;

(4.11)

A few comments are in order here.
it is assumed that there is no population growth.
capital is used for two purposes: as an input in resource extraction (K e ) and as an input in
non-resource production (KY). In order to extract one unit of resource i, an amount aj of
capital is needed.
note that (4.9) is a definition of wealLh accumulation rather than a constraint.
(4.11) is the condition for equilibrium on the market for capital. Walras's law implies that
no explicit condition for equilibrium on the non-resource flow market is needed.
Condition (4.6) plays an imponant role in the subsequent analysis. Since Ui is an increasing function, each economy will maximise the right hand side of (4.6). This implies that at each instant of
time Kyi and R i are such that
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is maximal with respect to Kyj and R i • Funhermore the economy will maximise total discounted
profits from resource extraction subject to (4.7) and (4.8). These profits are equal to
00

JcP, {P, - ai"} E;dr

(4.13)

.

o

So (4.6) allows for the application of the so-called Fisher separation theorem: a necessary conditions for optimality with respect to consumption is the maximisation of total discounted profits
derived from production activities. This has some important implications. Consider for example
the case where the production functions F i display constant returns to scale. Then maximal
profits are zero for both economies. The set of points (p, ,) for which this occurs for production
function F i is called the factor price frontier of F i (jpfj).
This set has nice properties and looks in general as depicted in figure 4.1 below.

r

,

figure 4.1
The fpf's are downward sloping and if all inputs are necessary for production they hit one or both
axes or have them (or one of them) as asymptotes. Equilibrium prices must lie on the outer
envelope of the fpt's, in the figure given by ABC, because if they lie above ABC no production
will take place at all and if they lie below ABC profits are unbounded.
Zero profit in resource extraction in country i occurs when r =plai' This relation is also drawn in
figure 4.1 under the assumption that the first economy is cheaper in exploitation (a 1 < a2)' The
Hotelling rule associated with (4.13) is that, if
> 0 along an interval of time, cp,(P,-ai") is
constant along that interval. It can be shown that for all t there exists i such that
> O. Therefore
there is always exploitation and it follows from the Hotelling rule that in an equilibrium P,
increases and " decreases (except for a special case where they are constant). So production
becomes more capital intensive over time.

E;

F;

- 30Other results are that when the fpf's have only a finite number of points of intersection nonresource production is always specialised. Also resource exploitation is always specialised and
the more expensive resource will only be exploited after exhaustion of the cheaper one.
These results thus carry over from the partial equilibrium models with perfect competition. To
see why, note that if there were simultaneous exploitation along an interval of time ¢>(p - a I r)
and ¢>(p - a2r) would both be constant which cannot hold true. And if the more expensive coun~ry exploits first, then along an interval where it exploits ¢>(p - a I r) is decreasing (since
¢>I¢> =-r < 0, a2 > a 1 and ; < 0). But then it would have been more profitable for the cheaper
economy to exploit earlier.
Van Geldrop and Withagen's paper concentrates on the characterisation of a general equilibrium
where production displays constant returns to scale. In another contribution they and Shou Jilin
(1988) consider the more general case of non-increasing returns to scale, an arbitrary number of
countries and an arbitrary number of production sectors and go into the problem of the existence
of a general equilibrium. Existence is not al all trivial. because with an infinite horizon the commodity space (in the Arrow-Dcbreu sense with dated commodities) is of an infinite dimension.
This poses some rather interesting (mathematical) problems. which have been solved for a model
formulated in discrete time.
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